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ABSTRACT
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.childrells own -race. and cross-race sociometric ratings, using a
,longitndinillongitudinal. Subjects were 38 back And 116 white-children.;'
They were tested.in third grade in 1973yand again in sixth grade in
1976.These children had_ experienced racially integrated education
from kindergarten onward. In addition, to assess the poissihility of
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analyses indicated that the effect of race'was such smaller than:the
effect on sex. ?here as:little evidence of cohort differences.'
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Sociometric methoology has been used extensively to
study the influence of race on children's peer' relations.

. The first sociometric studies conducted in integrated
classrooms generally'found thatchlidren show preference
fbr playmates of their own race and that children dhok
increasingbWn-race preference as they 'gtowdolder
1937, 1939; Noreno; 1934) . Results of a more 'recent study .
indicate a similar pattern of increasing own-race.preference
with age for both black and white children, with. evidence
Of almost'complete polarization by fourth grade (Bartel,
Bartel & Grill, I973).

.Tindingh of these studies are based bn cross-sectional
designs. In a short-termilongitudinal study, conducted
by Shaw (1973), fourth-, Fifth =, and sixth-grade children

. made more own-race choices than would be predicted based
on,the distribution of black and white ch dren intheir
-classrooms. ro significant .change6 in- choice' patterns
occurred at four month or one year follow-up testing., In
a more extensive longitudinal study Gerard, Jackson, and
Conolley (1975) studied children in kindergarten through
sixth grade over asix year period. The data are presented'
sep tjately for younget children (K -3)', and for older ,children
(4 ). ResUlts indicate that'for both groups own-race
'choces-predominated and there was an increase in own-race
p4kerence with age.

One noteworthy aspect of the cross-secfional and longi-
tudinal studies to dater is that they have typically qmployed
the nomination type of sdclometric tephnique. Children ate
asked to name'a specified number of friends, playmates, ,

or seating companions. A child's.score is the number of
nominations 'received from peers. Thig",type of sociometric
measure nay provide an unduly negative picture, of hildren's

. g crosb-race relations, It maybe that, chi dren generally
accept or like their cross-race peers, yet may, not select
them as best friends or particularly desired playmates,

An alternative sociometric measure is theimoster-apd-
rating method. ipden & Asher,..1977; Rolstacter, 1974; Singleton'
& Asher, 1977).* Each rates each of the other class
members on a 5-point scale according to some,deftned cri-
terion how Much they like to play. With each of .their
clkssmates). This type of measure seems to'index how
well a child is liked or generally.accepted rathet than
hoW mkny best-friends the child has. Its use may provide
a, different picturof cross-race relations than is obtkinea
from the, nomination measure. It could be that cl.0.1dren
geheralig accept children 'of a different race even though
,they don't select them as best friends.

1
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In addition to the conceptual distinction betileen,.

nomination and rating methods, the rating' method has the

methodological advantage of having somewhat better test-

retest reliability (Oden,& Asher, 1977). ,This occurt
becatse a;child's score on -the rating method is the average

of many children's ratings and is relittively.unaffeCted

by one or tilt) children shifting their QpiniOns of the

child from one time Of testing to the next.
The present study assessed children's cross -race

relationships,using a roster-and-rating sotiometric measure.

Children were asked how much they like to play with each
other and how much they, like to. work with each other.'
The study was conducted impart to help the participating-
school district monitor the progress of, integration in

their schools, The sixth -grade children were*the first.

cohort group in the district to have experienced integrated .

education throughout their school careers.
Of particular interest in this study-were possible

developmental changes orsecular changes in-chlldren's

race preferences. The sociometric measures were adpinistered,

to third-grade children In 1973 and'agaln to the same
children when they were in sixth grade in 1976. In addition;

a new group of third-grade children was tested in 1976..
Althouzh the major focus of the present study was on

the influence of race onpeer relations, the effect; of

sex were also examined. Previous researchers have reported

that he great majority, of Oildren"s soc%ometric nominations

--are same-sex choices (e.g.,,=Bonney, 1954; Gronlund, 1959).
-Roster-and-rating spcibmetric measures also indicate-con-

siderable influencece sex oh children's pceeptance of one
another (Singleton & Asher, 1977) The relative influence
of race and sex on children's peer preferehces'Across age
and time was investigated in the present study. ,

In summary, the present' study examined'aociometric
ratings -Of children in thirq-land sixth-grade who had

been in integrated.classroomS'siOce kindergarten. Two
roster-and-rating questionnaAres were used; children used
5-point'scaleeto indicate h&vr much they liked to play
and towork with each of their,clasamates. Developmental
and secular changes ift the %effects of race and .sex on

.11

sociopetric ratings4were:examined.4
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Subjects. ,The children who participated in the study et.

were fromthe twelve elementary schoolsof a moderate size
midwestern city. The longitudinal sample was made up.
of children tested in the third grade in-1973 and again ,-, .

in the sixth grade in 1976. There were .27,childrenin the
'original -1973 third-grade sample (Singleton & Asher,, 1977).
In order togaplude asmany of these children as possible

th6 follow-up study, the soclpietriC test was administered
to all of.the sixth-grade children in the districtin
May of 1976. The children .were in 37 sixth and combination
fifth-sixth grade classrooms. Fifth -grade children ip
combination fifth-sixth grade'classrooms were included
in the sixthrgrade saMple.. The total number of fifth-
apd sixth -grade children tested was 897. Of the original
1971:s4mple of 179 white _children, 72 werc still enrolled
in the echOol district in 1976. .Of the original 1973 sample
of 48 black children, 85% were *.still enrolled in 1976.
Only those'children wile had received sooiometrYeratings
froi white males, white females, black males and black
females could be included in the analyses. Thus children
in classrooms with nd black males or no black females,
or a child who was the only, black male or-black female

a'class could not be included in-the sample,. As a.
`result, complbte longitudinal data were available for
154 children includinto63 white males, 53-white temales,.
18 black, males and 20 black females. of_the sample,25
were black and 75' were White.

The time-lag comparison samples consisted of the 227
third-trade children tested in 1973 and 205 third-grade

'children tested in 1976. In the 1973 sample there were
95 white males,'84 white females, 19 black maled and 29

. ,black females. 'Of the sample, 21% were black and '19%
were white. For the 1976 third-grade sample, the third'
grade _CT combination third-fourth grade'classroom that
contained the largest number'.of black children was selected
from each of the. twelve elementary schools. Fourth-grade
children in combination third-fourth grade classrooms were
included in the7third-grade'group. In one of the twelve

"schools, thewCnly third-grade classroom containedno bp.p.ck
males.. Aerefore, that classroom could nOt'be indluded
win the analyses, Since the focusof the study was on
black and white children's peer relations, data from seven

Oriental, Indian and Spanish children were not used.

1
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Completedata were available for 205 child/ en including
78/khite males, 75 white females; 23 black males .and 29
black feAales.- The sample was black and 754Wilte.,
This was similar toy the racial composition in the district
at the third-grade level (224 black and 84 white).

' Materialk. The sociometric ifttrument consisted of, two.
5-point rating scales,each accompanied by an alphabetical
roster listing the names of all class members: The question
"How much do you like to play with this person at school?" was
typed 'on the first scale along with five- faces ranging .1

'from frowning to smiling to depict the meaning of the
'numbers on the scale. The question do the second scale

. was'"How =oh do you like to work with this person at school?"
'(Figure 1).

))4rocydure.. In 1973 the sociometric, test was administered
by th6 first author.' In 1976 thy first author, one female

A

graduate student; one male graduate-student, and one male
undergraduate student served as testers. The,three addi-
tional testers were trained by shoWing them avideotape
of,the first author administering the socidmetric test,
and then having the testers- rehearse the procedure. Testers
were provided with written instructions to be used in the
classroom. Three schools,were randomly assigned to each
of the four testers. Dueto ialness,one of the testers
colleQted'data in half of theic,lassrOoms in a fourth school.
Ihe.resulting number of classrooms-assigned to each tester
was 9, 147 12 and 13 for Testers 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively.
Tbie data were collected over a two-week period in Mat,
1976. Testers returned to administer the sociometria,.%
questionnaire to abspntees. After completion of testing
title average number of absentees per classroom was less
then-one-third of a percerit.

The children were given the Tollowing instActions
by.the tester:, "I am interested in infrma ion about
yout class. ,I would like to /find" out how-well you know,
each other and I,,would like to know who you like to work
with and who you like to play with. .You will be able f,o
telime who your friends are irktLJA classrpom. 'le won't
be doing this out loud in a group; put You'll let me know
your choices by marking them dowblon some.Vaperi I will
give you. YOu can be honest because Iwon't show anyone
else in the class.your answers.. I will be the on y one

lw
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to, see them." After this introduction, the play scale was
'distributed. The use and meaning of the 5- point scale
was.explathed using examples of food (e.gr,-How much do
:you, like ice cream, spinach, etc.?). Then the children
appeared to unde;ptand how Ito use the scale,, the class
'rosters were dfstl.lbuted. The ahilden were given exa:mples
of play situations at school:' recess, free time before
class, and time spent in the playground. The tester did
two examples, using fictitious names, together with ,the
class. Then the children were instructed to circle one
number next to each clas6mate's name. '11.1en everyone was
finished, the scales and rosters were'eollectesd and new
scales and rosters were distributed for the work fatings.
Thk distinction between work and play wag discussed.
Examples of work situations included doing math, science,
reading, or going to the library duning school hol4rs.

RESULTS

111,4

4410the Lo itdinal Sample. Play and work ratings were each
analyze _using a 2X2X2WN2 (Race of Giver-X Sex or Giver X
Race of Receiver AtSei'of-Receiver X Grade) analysis of
variance. Race of (.31,ter, Sex of Giver and Grade were the
repeated measures factors in the design, Race and Sex
of Giver refer to race and sex 'of -the child doing the
rating. Race and Sex of Receiver refer #o the race.and
'sex of the child who Ks being rated. Each ehild's scores
were the ratings he (she) received'from white males, white
females, black males and black females at each grade. level.
Race bias in peer ratings would be reflected in a signif-
icant lace of Giver X Race of Receiver interacts n. Sept

bias would be reflected in a significant Sex of Liver X
Sex of Receitrer.intetaction.,

Playa ,The average play ratings Keceived by cpalckren
in -each race and sex group in third and sixth graCes are
.resented in Table 1. Own-sex 'ratings were higher than
cross-set ratings for males and females of bOth races in
third and in .sixth grades ;-the ,interaction of Sex of Giver X
Sex of Receiver was highly significant, '.'(1,150)=530.98,
p (.001. The three-way interaction'of Sex of Giver X
Sex of Peceiverr, Grady was not significant, F(1,15b).=
3.51, indicating that children's a,ex biasei did not change
ietween third and sixth grades. tOwn7raceratings were

r
7
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TABLE 1

Average Play Ratings by rlace_ arid Sex
in Third and Sixth Grades'

Grade

White R4kifer.-

.Male'

(n=63)

6

Female-
(n=53)

6 ___

Giver

'Mite
Male. 3.94 3.75 2.02 1.96'
Female 2.21 1.92 3.88 3.71

Black
Male 4.26 3$77 2.39 2.50
Female 2.88 2.55 3.94 3.49

`'Black Receiver

Ppmale
(n=20)

6

Male.

(n=18)
2 6

3.92 3.44 1.77' 1.88
1.98 1.88 3:38 3.26

4.42 4.24 2.67 3.35
2.76 2.91 4.05 4.64.

TABLE 2

Average.ork Rati s by Race And Sex
in Third an Sixth GradeS

White Receiver
7

Male Female
(n=63) (n=53)*

Gracie 2 6 2-
Giver

'Mite
Male
Female

Black
Male
Female

3.70 3.52
1%95 1.85

4.20 3.62
2.77 2.13'

Black_' Receiver
,

.
hale Female

(n=20)

2 §.
(n=18)

1.98 1.96 3.03 ,2.86 1.79
3.51 3.59 1.71 1.61 2.98 2.95

2.34 2.31 4.19 4.19. 2.58 3.20
3.66 3.54 2.51 2.53 '3.97 4.28

, ,
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7 grades; the interaction of Race f
.-higher, than cross-rac Shiitefor black and

Giv r .,
ildre

.

k
ih third and
kilace of Receiver was'significant, 1(1,150)=31.65, Of. '

Rowevex, the three-way interaction 6r, Race of Glyer-X

.
-, Race of Receiver X Grade.was also.4gnificAnt, Ft1,150).

7.24, ro /...01., indicating a change in children's race pref-
erences /over grade. Exeimination of the means in :Table 1
shows thit'own-race preference became stronger\over age,
particularly for the biabk Children.

Other si ificant.results-were that black children
gave higher r tings to everyone than white children did, r-
.P(1,150).116.2 EX.,001; white ohildred received higher . ,

ratings than blacks in the third grade uhile black children
received tigher,ratiKgs than whites in the sixth grade,
F(1,150)=7.09, 2 -_1.01;, and males received Migher ratings.
'than females 1,n the third grade while eMales received
hither ratings than.paleseiin7the sixth grade, 7'(1,150 )=
p.57, 1.01.

-..
'so. / .

Omega-squared vialyses provide*perspective bn.the
relative magnitude of the race and sex effects an the ply
ralings. 0%
variance ac ounted for by each of the factors and thei r-their .

ngi 41th unequal cel] and repeated measures'interactio ,

factors, asin the present design, :Omega- squared analyses
provide only an approximation of.the variance accountedv
for by each of,the factors. 'Die Sex of Giver X Sex of

,Receiver interaction accounted:for 51.7% of the variance.

The Race of Giver k Race of, Receiver interaction accounted
for only 2.2% of 'the variance and the three-way Interaction .

Involving grade accounted for less than 1% of the variance.

Thus the effect Of race on the'*ratings of playmates, al-
though.statisticalty significant, was small compared to'the
effect of sex. ,

,
,

. . .

. ' 4ork. The average work rettings received by children
in each race and sex group in third and in\sixth grades
are presented in Table 2. 'The results for'the work variable
are similar to the results for the pfay variable, although
children rated each other loner for Mork than for_play.i

.

el Own -sex ratings were higher than cross-sex ratings for
males and females of both races in third and in sixth
grade; the interaction of Sex of Giver X Sex-of Receiver
was Righly signi.ficant, "7(1,150)=433.80, 24.1....001. The ,

three-way interaction of Sex of Giver X Sex 'of Receiver X

Grader was not significant, 74(1,15o).6.19, indicating that
. children's sex biases did not 'change between third and

4 II

\4./
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sixth grades. Own-race:ritings we're higher than cross-race
ratings. for black and white children in third and in sixth
grades; the interactioA .of .Race%of Giver X.Race of yeceiver
was, significant, 4(1,19)=46.66, -24.001. The 'three -way
interaction of Race of Giver X Race of.Receiver'X Grade-

.*as. also significant, P(1,150)8.37, ..v4(.01; there was an
increase in Own-race preference over grade, especially
on the part of black males and females.

Other significant results were that blaCk Children
,gave higher ratings to everyone than white children did,
P(1,150)=150.84, 24.001; and males received higher ratings
than female In the third grade. while females received*
higher ratings than males in thesixth grade,,F(1,150)=
7.22, 4.01.

()Mega-squared analyses again shoW that sex accounted
for more ofthe variance in sociomettic ratings than raci.

The Sex of Giver X Sex ofIReCeiver interaction' accounted
fori45.V, of the variance, The Race of Giver X Race of
Receiver interaction accounted for only 3.4% of the variance,
and the three-way interaction involving grade accounted
for less than_1% of the variance. Mils, like th play

. ratings, tile effect of race on the work ratings as small
compared to the effect of sex. N (

4

The Time-Lag Comparison Samples. Toassessp4ssible secular
changes ,_1n children's 'race ,preferences the 20.5.thirdi-grade
children tested in. 1976 were compared with the'2g7 third-
grade.ehildren tested in 1973. A'2X2X2X2X2 (Race of Giver
X Sex of GiArer X Race of Rbbeiver X Sex of Receiver X Cohort)
analysis of variance Was-used to analyze the .data. Race
and Sex ,of Giver were the repeated measures favors in ,

the design.', Analyses were done separately for the two
dependent variables; play and work. ,

The average play ratings received by children in each.
race and sex group in t'he two cohorts are presented in

- ,Table 3. The data fOr the'work ratings are presented'. in
_Table 4. OW particular' interest here are'the possible'
interactiOn of the cohort factor with the race and sex .

variables. On the play measure, n ne of.the inte aCtions
, involving cohort were significant x, Of Giver X Sex of .

Receiver X Cohort, V(1,424)=2.301 Rac of Giver X Rao% of
Receiver X'Cohort, r(1,424)=2.29).

On the work measure, the Stes,er Giver X Sex of ReceiversX
Cohort interaction was,not Ognificarit,F(1,424)=0,48. However

12
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TABLE 3
em

Third-Grade Children's Play Ratin3s by Race and Sex. - .

,/' / 1

/

vt,

9.

4
-Cohort 1976 1 1976

n=95)(4!:=78) n= 4)(n=75)

"!hite leceiver

rale Female

Giver

Black Receiver

Male ' Female.
1976- 1 7 1976

9)(n=23) (n= 29)711729)

Male 3.83 2.02 2.31 3.91 3.58 1.84

female 2.16
3.75
2.10 3.79 3.99. 1.96 94 3.40

Mack
Male 4.17 3.94. 2.31.-2.69 4.45 3.73 2.67

Female 2,90 2.90 3.91 4.17 2.74 2.,72 4.03.

2-.27

3.8

2..31

4.07

p

TABLE 4

Third-Grade ,Childien'-s 'ock Ratings by Race and Sex
4

.14

Cohort

Giver

hite Receiver

'Male Female
1973 1976' 1973 1976
(n....95)(n778)(n=84).(n=75

'ffilte

Male 3.57 3.50 2.00 2:18
Female 1.97 1.99 3:49 13.77

.
.

Black
,

Male' 4.06 4.23 2.26 2.45
Female 2.66 .2.30 -3.56 3.86

BlckReceiver

Male Female
1973 1976 1973 1976
(n=19)(n=23)(n=29)(n=29)

3.06 3:19 1.76 1.98-
1.69 1:73' 2.97 2.99

.

.4.24 3.54 2.55 2.22
102.47 2.10 3.85 3.89

,

. 11
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f .,
there,was a silnilitant Race of Giver'X'Race.of ReceIVer

X Cohort -interactit)tit, -(1440);.e.4.42, 24.05,,ad-a signif- , .,

,%icant four -dray intetaWon'with.Sex.Of Givet,:r.(1,424)=.: f .,

4.39, 124t.b.5. ,
These Int4rattl4ons requited frtiii black children,

particulaily,blad inf44g', 01,ng.higher. ratings to whited .

than to,blaeks%in. the 1976 d*ort. . .. .

.
. ,In summary,,as"60Y-11mited'eVidence.of stk.
ularchange with fts4rectj.tpi.eace-iiK sex influehees-on .-

play and wark'raXinge.:*-1-APpears'that 6n the'rork ratings .,
black children, Particularly black males, became more
positive toward interacting with white children and.some-

what less positive toviard interactlnq with black children,.
k. ' 7 . . . /k. .

4

DISCuSSIOF- .
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4

The results.ofthts study, like those of previous

research, indicate that own-race. preference increases with.

age.. On bath the play an work sOciometric questionnaires
sixth-rirade .children expr d more a!m-race preference
than dill:. third-grade.childt Interestingly, the change

over-'an differed for white d black children." In third

grade, the race effect was somewhat.Stronger for'whtte
childten than folK.black children. In sixth grade.,'.however,.

there was,a aarger increase in black children's ownlraee

pre:fetence. Other recent research also has .tourid this

pattern of change over age (Gerard, et al., 1975). ,

One purpose of the present study was to -examine,i de-

velopmental changes in cross-race relations on a-meaSute
which inde/ed.acceptance rather than "best friendship".

.
-

'Mile it is the base that children showed Orn-race pref- ,

erence, the degree of bias was small comPared.t o that

obtained-in studies using friendship nomination eaciotetric

. measures (e,g.'Dartel,et al.', 973). -Although child-ten
in the present study rated one bens of their ov/n race higher,

they still gave rather pOstti e ratings, even in sixth
grade, to-cross-race classmatea. These data are encourag-
ing,' particularly if the social objective of.integiation ...,

s cross-race acceptance as well as the more difficult -
to- achieve objective of teloss-race frtendships."

.
One way to appreciate the,relatively small degree

.4, or race biad in children's rattAgs in the present study, .

is to compare the effect of race bias with the effect

/
4

.
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of sex biasj..Sex accounted for a much *eater share 4f the . ,

Oriance.in children's ratings than did race. children
rated cross-sex mmilmbers of the' class rather lovi while f.

givingown-sex members rather high ratings. .Interestingly;
. ,

there, lds,ho chdnge over age in children's Weference*for :

. same-sex interaction. The effect was,qulte strong in third
and in sixth grades on both the play and worlf questionnaires.

.. Although the data on race bias can be interpreted
imore positively than thqse from previous studies using

friendship nomination techniques, it is evident that cross=
race relationships among the children 'were deteriorating .

over age. The data indicdte that adds io =1 years of
interracial contact-, without interven ions spipc-

ifically to improve cross=race.relati esult r

in a more truly-integrated schoolex creas:e.

in racial separation' between third and sixth ades -uggests
that the later.elementary school years may be .a particularly
important period for efforts aimed'at iiProving cross-race,
acceptance. q v

A' number of..investigations have sought to increase
children's cross-race acceptance by designing classroom
curricula)Whic encourage cooperatibn.-, This aPproach
has been effective mitl-i fifth-grade children `(Blaney,
Stephen, Rosenfield, Aronso, and Sikes, 1977), junior
high sthOol students (Cohen, Lockheed and LohMan, 1976;2
DeVries and Edwards, 1974)t, and.h h school students

f
.

- ('TeiTel, 'riser and Cook,1975): ture developmental studies,.
, including_even younger children.( og, third,grade), could

indicate theolage at which'such interventions are most effective.
It is especially important that "future studies include.
long-fert follow-up data on chldren's cross -race relatidns.
,,If appears from research on children's frieniehips, that
modificatiOns,of the classrbot[enyironmen't hgte.tp be
maintained'in order to produce lasting cflihges in peer
relationships (Asherb Oden'and Gottman, 1977) ..

Finally, the results present an intriguing-pattern
' with relpect fo'possible cohort effects. It appears. that
third-grade :black children in 1.976 were more interested"
in interaction with white children in work'situations
than'wert,third=grade black children in 1973. That this
pdttern 06curred on the work but not on the play mettAre
.is suggestive. The achievementlevel of black chilken is,-

','generally lower tAan the achievement level of white children.
1perhaps'blank children's ratings of white .children on the

---,,,

wdrk measure. in 1976 indicate ;pat the black children aid i

bedoiiing more achievement-oriented,. The 1976 somPle of
third grade, children will be an'interesting group to btudy.

I ,

In future.years.'
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FIGURE I

Sample Sociometric Questionaire 111th Play-and Work Scales Below

NN1E.

EXAMPLES:

JOHN ARM&

ANDREA BRANDT

SUE CURTIS

SANDRA DREXEL

JEFF ELLIS

BILL FOX

DIANE HIGGINS

HARRY JONES

Ara LAMB'

STEVE HURRAY

JOANNE NORMAN

PAN RILEY

JIM STEVENS

I

1 it

r

I don't
-- like to

/

TOM BLUE 1 2

SALLY GREY 1 2

1

1 2

1 2

1 2
f,

1
.

2

1° 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2,' 3

HOW MUCH DO YOU LIKE TO PLAY /

WITH THIS PERM.' AT-SCHOOL?

-,

3

3

3

..

a

3

3 .

3

'3/

a

3-,

3

3

3

I like

to a lot

4 5

4 5

a

4 5

4, 5. .

4 5

4 5

4 5

4; 5

4' 5

4 5

4 5

4 ,
5

4 5

,4 5

. 4 .. 5

SP*

6

1

-) 2

I don't like t1,9

Holt MUCH ,D0 YOU LIKE .(TO WORK.

THIS PERSON AT SCI-100t.? C-1

o I don't
like to

116

,3 4

\(
4.--'

5

I like -to slot

.17

I like

to a lot


